
Monday  4/13 Tuesday 4/14 Wednesday 4/15 Thursday 4/16 Friday 4/17

Warm 
Up

 “x” crown from letter packet Worksheet from letter “x” packet Worksheet from letter “x” packet Worksheet from letter “x” 
packet

Worksheet from letter “x” 
packet

Writing -make an “x”  circle map and 
draw a picture for each word
- “x” is tricky, use words that 
end in “x” like:
Fox, box, wax, ox, ax, six, 
mailbox, t-rex, etc.)

-Choose 2 words from your circle 
map and write one sentence for 
each. 

-Remember capitals, end marks, 
and finger spaces.

-Phonics book (purple book) pg 52
(do only the “x” portion of the 
page)

-Click the link for writing lesson

- find an object around the house 
(a toy, an apple, a t-shirt, 
anything that you can list at least 
5 details about)

-make a brace map like I did in 
the video and list 5 parts or 
details of the object

Main idea: What is the weather 
today?

-Draw a picture of the weather 

-write a sentence to match your 
picture

-remember to include detail

-Remember capitals, end marks, 
and finger spaces.

-Draw a picture of a picnic 
-write a sentence about your 
picnic
(what food  would you bring, 
where would you go the beach, 
the park, etc.)

-Remember to spell using all the 
sounds that you hear.

-Free write Friday:
-You can write anything you 
like: a letter, a list, a 
sentence about pizza, 
practice your alphabet, 
write your rainbow words

Break GoNoodle Get up and stretch GoNoodle Move around (dance, stretch, 
Youtube brain break, etc.)

GoNoodle

Reading -Shared Reading Book 7/8:
 Pgs. 20-21 

-follow directions on bottom of 
pg. 20
-draw a picture of a farm and write 
a sentence pg. 21

-Amplify Reading (15 min.)

-Shared Reading Book 7/8:
 Pg s. 22-23

-follow directions on bottom of pg. 22
-draw a picture about the story and 
write a sentence pg. 23

-Amplify Reading or Epic  (15 min.)

-Shared Reading Book 7/8: 
 Pgs 24-25

-follow directions on bottom of pg. 
24
-draw a picture of snow and write a 
sentence pg. 25

-Amplify Reading (15 min.)

-Shared Reading Book 9/10: 
 Pg  2-3

-follow directions on bottom of 
pg. 2

-Amplify Reading or Epic  (15 
min.)

-Shared Reading Book 9/10: 
Pg.  3

-Draw a picture about the 
story and write a sentence

-Amplify Reading (15 min.)

Break Get up and stretch Move around (dance, stretch, 
Youtube brain break, etc.)

GoNoodle Get up and stretch Move around (dance, 
stretch, Youtube brain 
break, etc.)
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Math -Eureka math book Module 4 tab: 
pgs: 147, 155

-Zearn (10-15)

-Count a collection

-Eureka math book Module 4 tab: 
pgs: 156, 163
-ST Math (15-20 min.)

-Count a collection

-Eureka math book Module 4 tab: 
pgs: 171-172

-Zearn (10-15 min)

-Count a collection

-Eureka math book Module 4 
tab: pgs: 189-190

-ST Math (15-20 min)

-Count a collection

-Eureka math book Module 4 
tab: pgs: 197-198

-Zearn (10-15 min)

-Count a collection

Break Move around (dance, stretch, 
Youtube brain break, etc.)

GoNoodle Get up and stretch GoNoodle Move around (dance, stretch, 
Youtube brain break, etc.)

Reading Read a book to yourself Read a book to a family member Read a book to your stuffed 
animals

Read a book to a pet or family 
member

Read a book to your stuffed 
animals

Phonics Heggerty: go to
https://youtu.be/I97TZYMK0HM

Heggerty Go to:
https://youtu.be/ch0CQvUrC7c

Heggerty: go to
https://youtu.be/An6O0cvdaag

Heggerty: go to
https://youtu.be/aG2MTBgRyDE

Heggerty: go to
https://youtu.be/SwKRzcL0gOA

You 
Pick

-Rainbow Words Activity 

-Kinder Challenge

-PBS Kids/Funbrain/ other 
learning    websites

-Art

-Rainbow Words Activity 

-Kinder Challenge

-PBS Kids/Funbrain/ other learning    
websites

-Art

-Rainbow Words Activity 

-Kinder Challenge

-PBS Kids/Funbrain/ other learning    
websites

-Art

-Rainbow Words Activity 

-Kinder Challenge

-PBS Kids/Funbrain/ other 
learning    websites

-Art

-Rainbow Words Activity 

-Kinder Challenge

-PBS Kids/Funbrain/ other 
learning    websites

-Art

Week of: April 13th- 17th Kindergarten Weekly Plan Continued

Zoom Classes
Times and codes will be sent via remind

Monday: Math

Wednesday: ELA/Phonics

Thursday: Math

Assignments to submit on Seesaw
All must be submitted by Friday, you can always post 

and share more work.

Math: post video on Seesaw of counting a 
collection

ELA: Shared reading pgs. 20-21

Writing: Tuesday’s writing: listing the 
parts/details of an item


